resolution, speed, penetration depth, sensitivity, specificity and depth of field. An alternative to deduction reasoning
is induction reasoning, which consists in supplying evidence that given mechanisms/phenomena are at the origin of
a disease. One will consider that repeated observations of a mechanism at the very onset of the disease is sufficient
to establish them as a causal role in the origin of the disease itself. The accumulation of concordant facts and the
absence of counterexamples will make it possible to increase the level of plausibility of this causality. Our
overarching goal is to use inductive reasoning to identify origin of liver cancer, importantly by addressing the
problem of biological heterogeneity. In this frame, obtaining deep understanding will require skilful and creative
application of novel experimental technologies. To this aim, we propose to develop a novel instrument and an
associated methodology to i) image and analyse in quasi real-time, cell behaviours of thousands of cells in
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future cell analysis’. This is a turning point; this concept defines a
mAnipuLation
novel framework where live cell microscopy and biomolecular analysis will form a continuum to isolate cells and
identify early mechanisms at the origin of a disease.
To be able to implement this methodology we will develop a novel microscope at the interface of instrumentation,
biology and machine learning. To this end, we are introducing the novel concept of ‘neuronal microscopy’, a new
microscopy technique relying heavily on neural networks capable of perception, interpretation, interference,
prediction, volition and action.
Next generation biophotonics methods and devices as research tools to understand the cellular origin of diseases
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